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POLISHES – CLEANERS

PLAS-TEC PLEXIGLASS/PLASTIC
CLEANER & POLISH

Plas-Tec cleans, shines, and protects today’s high-tech plastics. 
Plas-Tec is a non-aggressive, optically clear cleaner that lifts 
fingerprints and smudges, leaving a protective, anti-static coating 
that resists dirt build-up. Plas-Tec is excellent for use on acrylic, 
Lexan, or Plexiglass windshields and windows as well as aircraft 
instrument panels, and many other applications.
 4 oz. Can ..........P/N 09-00308 .................... . 
 16 oz. Can ........P/N 09-00309 .................... .
 1Gal. Can .........P/N 09-00310 .................... .

REJEX SOIL BARRIER & STAIN PROTECTOR
RejeX™ is an advanced polymer system that seals painted 
surfaces to guard against corrosive exhaust gas, oil, and bug 
stains. It forms a slick, long-lasting, glass-like barrier that allows 
easy removal of turbine and piston-engine exhaust stains with 
mild detergents. Bugs can be removed quickly and easily with 
just a stream of plain water. On paint in good condition, RejeX 
eliminates the need for waxes and polishes, and one applica-
tion will last a minimum of 4 months.  Surfaces to be protected 
should be clean, dry, and cool to the touch and the product 
should not be applied in direct sunlight.  Damaging contami-
nants, such as bug acids and exhaust stains will no longer be 
a problem. 12oz. Can .........P/N 09-01729 .................... .

 16 oz. Can ........P/N 09-00303 .................... .

ROLITE METAL AND FIBERGLASS POLISH
Rolite Metal and Fiberglass Polish will restore the orig i nal 
brilliance of virtually any metal surface, as well as being 
ideal for fiberglass and plexiglass parts. Rolite products 
are preferred by many EAA members main tain ing bare 
aluminum aircraft as well as by commercial airlines and 

prop shops worldwide. Will create a mirror-like shine like you have never 
seen. Recommended for maintaining brilliant propellers and spinners.
 10 Oz. Can .......P/N 09-42555 ......................

 2 Lb. Can ..........P/N 09-42560 ..................... .
ROLITE AP-300 ALUMINUM POLISH

A super-fine, high quality aircraft cleaner/polish that improves 
the appearance of alcald aluminum. It removes light to medium 
oxidation, soil, and jet blast residue with ease. Finished gloss 

and reflection of aluminum: extremely high.
 1 Lb. Jar ...........P/N 09-00183 ......................

ROLITE SUPRA 90 ALUMINUM POLISH
Researched and developed for the commercial aircraft 
industry. This precision aluminum polish is widely used by 
many domestic airlines. Manufactured to meet all Boeing and 
McDonnell Douglas Specifications (Boeing D6-17486; CSD-
1, Type 1 &V). Supra 90 will give you a mirror-like shine on 
your aluminum (or any other metal) surface that was never 
before believed possible!

 2 Lb. Can ..........P/N 09-42420 ..................... .

MAAS ALUMINUM & FIBERGLASS POLISH
Maas polish removes fine scratches, prevents clouding 
on plexiglass windshields and win dows, reduces air 
resistance, and repels mois ture. It is used by major air 
carriers and has provided them with a 10% savings on 
fuel due to Maas’ ability to substantially reduce parasitic 
drag and friction on the leading edges of the aircraft. 

Excellent for use on anodized or bare aluminum, painted surfaces, plas-
tics, plexiglass, and fiberglass. 1 lb. can ....... P/N 09-23545 ...............

ACTION CHIPKIT
FiXes paint chips and scratches

The Action Chipkit stops rust around paint chips and 
scratches and produces repairs which are flush with the rest 
of the paint. The kit includes the Eliminator rust remover 
which is used to prepare the surface, and then the kit’s clear 
paint sealer is applied. The kit’s microfine sanding papers 
and sanding block are used to create a smooth and flush 
finish. Extrafine polishing compound completes the job by 
removing irregularities and re stor ing gloss. Ev ery thing you 
need for small paint chip repairs is included in the easy-to-
use Action ChipKit.

 P/N 09-27225 ............................................... .

RAIN-X RAIN REPELLENT
Aircraft with bleed air rain removal systems, such as Cessna 
Citation and Learjet, need to have their windshields treated to 
help disipate the rain. Repcom rain repellant was the recom-
mended product, but it is no longer available.  Rain-X is manu-
factured by the same company and it is the same formulation. 
While not FAA approved, it works well in dispersing water on the 

windshield.           7 oz. bottle .....................P/N 09-42500 .................... .

                         BUG-OFF 
BUG & EXHAUST REMOVER - Bug Off is a presoak bug and 
exhaust remover designed to remove organic matter, bug juice, 
and engine exhaust soot from surfaces of aircraft, automobiles, 
and trucks. Bug Off dissolves most dried up bug matter and 
exhaust soot in seconds. It eliminates scrubbing and does not 
affect painted surfaces.
1 Qt. (Spray Bottle) .........................P/N 09-35710 .................... .
1 Gal. Refill .....................................P/N 09-35712 .................... .

ROLITE PREMIUM VINYL
&  LEATHER PROTECTANT

“The Sun Protector”. Protect your aircraft interior by using Rolites’ 
maximum sun block formula. Contains no solvents, silicone oils, or 
pe tro leum dis til lates. Its anti-static formula will produce a shine on 
your vinyl or leather seats without being slip pery or tacky. And will 
actually repel dust! Comes in spray pump bottle.
 8 oz. Bottle ...........P/N 09-42435 ................. .

BRILLIANIZE
Brillianize makes shiny surfaces brilliant. The cleaned sur face 
resists finger marking, has anti-static properties, repels dust. It 
is a non flam mable and nontoxic liquid.  Use it to clean Plexi-
glas, Lexan, mirrors, chrome - any shiny surface. Apply and 
polish with Kleenmaster shop towels.
8 oz. spray bottle .........................P/N 09-24000 .....................
#128P -1 gal. plas tic bottle ..........P/N 09-24100 .....................

 THAT BUG STUFF BUG REMOVER
That But Stuff is a very effective bug remover, specially for-
mulated to remove bugs from the front surfaces of airplanes. 
Developed by pilots for pilots, That Bug Stuff is ready to use. 
Spray on the area to be cleaned, and in seconds, bugs can 
bewiped off with a soft cotton cloth. Will not remove wax and will 
not remove bugs that have been covered by wax.
32 oz. spray bottle .......................P/N 09-00523 .........................

ICE AWAY PROP ICE GRIP INHIBITOR
Sooner or later, most pilots get into icing conditions and an ice-
free propeller may be the ticket to safety. Years of testing have 
shown Ice-Away to stay on for several hours in icing ccondi-
tions. Ice-Away facilitates propeller ice shedding and enhances 
safety. Simply spray Ice-Away on the propeller leading edges 
and reapply as necessary
 5.25 oz. spray can ....P/N 09-00264 ..................... .

Less 10% on 6 cans or more

VOODOO WAX™ RACING FORMULA
Developer for high speed aircraft applications. Voodoo Wax™ is 
the wax of choice for Team Voodoo’s P-51 Mustang Unlimited 
Air Racer. The Voodoo Wax™ formula is ideal for application on 
aircraft, boats, automobiles and motorcycles. 
Voodoo Wax™ Cleaner Polish contains the finest blends of ultra 
fine polishing agents, polymers and imported waxes. 
Voodoo Wax™ Cleaner Polish rapidly cleans and removes fine 
and medium scratches, oxidization, water spots and environmen-

tal contaminates leaving a deep, rich luster and durable finish. Safe for 
clear coat and non-clear coat finishes, cleans and restores Lexan and 
Plexi-Glass. 
Voodoo Wax™ Cleaner Polish is the ideal companion product to use 

prior to Voodoo Wax™ Racing Formula.
 P/N 09-01594 ......................

VOODOO WAX™ CLEANER POLISH
Voodoo Wax Cleaner Polish contains the finest blends of ultra 
fine polishing agents, polymers and imported waxes.
Voodoo Wax Cleaner Polish rapidly clans and removes fine and 
medium scratches, oxidization, water spots and environmental 
contaminated leaving a deep, rich luster and durable finish. Safe 
and clear coat and non-clear coat finishes. Cleans and restores 

Lexan and Plexiglass.
Voodoo Wax Cleaner Polish is the ideal companion product to use prior 
to Voodoo Wax Racing Formula. P/N 09-01593 ......................

SPEED CLEAN™ -PLASTIC CLEANER/
PROTECTOR

Just spray it on, let it work, and gently wipe off with a soft cloth. 
The surface is clean, protected and will be even easier to clean 
the next time! Now you can safely Clean and protect just about 
anything in your life that gets messy.Plastic surfaces, are found 
everywhere. Aircraft, autos, watercraft, kitchens, motorcycles, 
watches, and the list goes on. Once you clean the surface, Speed 
Clean™ leaves an invisible velvety smooth surface that helps dust 

and dirt from sticking to it. Cleaned surfaces will be static & dust free for 
weeks, and everything will be even easier to clean the next time.
 P/N 09-01962 ..................... .


